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Markets were optimistic as US President Biden forged ahead with the USD1.9 trillion stimulus package, bypassing the 

Republicans. Emerging markets gained as investors turned to riskier currencies. There were reports that travel for the 

upcoming Chinese New Year was an estimated 40% lower than the 2019 pre-pandemic levels, which is anticipated to 

add further pressure to oil. Markets await developments around the investigation by the World Health Organisation 

task team (in Wuhan) to understand the origin of the pandemic. The euro was under pressure on the back of softer 

retail sales figures from Germany. Euro Zone CPI and GDP is anticipated later today. The safe-haven gold was softer 

and (at the time of writing this report) was trading around USD1855 an ounce.
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Yesterday the rand gained with optimism around the delivery of the vaccine and easing local restrictions. At the time 

of writing this report the rand was trading around 15.01 to the US dollar. Ramaphosa addressed the nation last night 

around changes to the adjusted level 3 lockdown restrictions. Ramaphosa announced that 1st batch of the vaccines 

had arrived in South African which would be tested and then administered to health workers, followed by essential 

workers and people with core morbidities and, finally to the rest of the population. Population immunity remains a 

goal when an estimated 67% of the population would be immunised. The peak of the 2nd wave had passed and the 

daily new infections had decreased for 3 consecutive weeks. Changes to the adjusted level 3 restrictions include: 

curfews from 11pm to 4am; faith based gatherings would be permitted with restrictions; public beaches, pools and 

parks would be open; the sale of alcohol would be permitted by retailers from Monday to Thursdays from 10am until 

6pm; the sale of alcohol at restaurants would be permitted between 10am – 10pm. 
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